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Abstract 

Background: Computerised cognitive training (CCT) is common intervention that 

aims to enhance and maintain cognitive functioning with robust evidence for 

efficacy in older adults. Yet CCT corresponds to not one but an array of possible 

interventions that combine different components, and which combinations of 

components are most likely to be efficacious remains unknown. We therefore aimed 

to identify the cognitive benefits of CCT components and their combinations.   

Methods: Using data from a recent systematic review of CCT in healthy older 

adults, we coded the components used in each intervention and control arm based 

on common theoretical frameworks of cognitive interventions. Comparisons of key 

intervention components and their combinations were conducted using component 

network meta-analysis models. The primary outcome was change from baseline to 

post-intervention in an overall cognitive composite for each component and 

combinations thereof versus passive control.    

Results: Ninety-one studies encompassing 9,269 participants across 218 CCT and 

control arms were included. We found structured approaches to cognitive training 

to be more beneficial than unstructured cognitive activities or computer games, 

especially when training is adaptive. Efficacy appears to be even further enhanced 



when participants are also taught cognitive strategies. Intervention designs that 

included classical cognitive training, adaptivity, action video games and strategy 

training were associated with greater benefits, albeit precision was generally low. 

Conclusions: Adaptive CCT may be beneficial for overall cognition in healthy older 

adults, particularly when combined with strategy training. Future work is required to 

identify interactions across components and the role of individual factors.     



Introduction 

As populations age cognitive decline and impairment are becoming increasingly 

costly health and social issues. Currently approximately 50 million people worldwide 

live with dementia, with global costs estimated at US$1 trillion annually – by 2050, 

this number is projected to increase to 152 million people.1 However, there is 

growing evidence to support targeting potentially modifiable risk factors for the 

prevention or delay of dementia. The 2020 Lancet Dementia Commission estimated 

40% of all cases of dementia can be accounted for by 12 potentially modifiable risk 

factors, many of which are thought to delay or prevent onset of dementia by 

maintaining a cognitively active lifestyle.2 Thus, whilst cognitive decline is a normal 

aspect of aging, interventions that can support cognition in older adults and prevent 

or attenuate such decline towards mild cognitive impairment and dementia may 

have a substantial health and economic impact.2,3 

Given strong links have been found between active participation in cognitively 

stimulating activities throughout the lifespan and compression of cognitive 

morbidity, enhanced late-life cognition, and reduced risk of cognitive impairment 

and dementia, there has been growing interest in cognitive interventions in recent 

years.4-7 These interventions fall into three broad categories: cognitive stimulation, 

cognitive rehabilitation and cognitive training. Of key interest is cognitive training, 

defined as repeated practice on standardised cognitively demanding tasks that 

target specific cognitive processes.8,9 Cognitive training is distinct from cognitive 

stimulation and cognitive remediation by its more structured focus on the formal 

training of cognitive abilities and processes.10 Furthermore, based on promising 

evidence cognitive training has been highlighted as one of three priority areas for 



prevention research for cognitive decline and dementia in a review commissioned 

by the National Institute on Ageing.11  

In particular, computerised cognitive training (CCT), a common type of cognitive 

training approach, has gained considerable attention as an intervention to maintain 

and enhance cognition in older adults. CCT delivers cognitive training using game-

like interfaces and is especially appealing as it is inherently safe, can be adapted to 

individual needs and performance, provides ongoing feedback and can be delivered 

inexpensively at scale in both clinical and community settings.9,10 To date, the 

efficacy of CCT in healthy older adults has been investigated in more than a dozen 

meta-analyses, with most reviews finding support for a benefit of CCT for 

cognition.12 Within those, larger meta-analyses reported small-to-moderate 

heterogeneity (i.e., variance in effect sizes across studies), but found little evidence 

that such heterogeneity can be linked to risk of bias within (e.g., study quality, type 

of control) or between studies (mainly small-study effect).13,14 Instead, previous 

reviews associated heterogeneity between studies to specific design factors such 

as dose, settings and broad intervention targets.13,14  

Yet critically, CCT does not correspond to one specific treatment, but rather 

encompasses an array of modalities (treatment approaches distinguishable by their 

general methods or targets) comprising different components (elements or 

techniques that have the potential to casually influence the outcome of a modality). 

Reviews of CCT reveal considerable methodological heterogeneity, including 

modality design (e.g., home-based, supervised), different combinations of 

components within modalities (e.g., multidomain, adaptive training) and adjacent 

interventions (e.g., psychoeducation, physical exercise).13-15 This variability has 



contributed to a lack of clarity regarding which CCT modalities may be beneficial for 

different outcomes, as well as scepticism towards CCT deriving from misleading 

marketing claims by ‘brain-training’ companies.16 However, previous pairwise meta-

analyses were unable to discern the various moderating elements beyond broad 

design factors, as studies that use a particular approach (e.g., supervised training) 

may differ in other important ways (e.g., dose, content). Therefore, the nature of 

CCT as a complex multicomponent intervention underscored the need to examine 

with greater precision which CCT components and modalities are critical for clinical 

benefits. 

Network meta-analysis (NMA) can be used to compare multiple interventions for the 

same condition. NMA combines both direct evidence from trials that compare 

interventions head-to-head (e.g., A vs. B) and indirect evidence from common 

treatment comparisons in the rest of the network (e.g., using studies comparing A 

vs. C and studies comparing B vs. C to indirectly estimate A vs. B, see Figure 1).17 

NMA can be used to estimate relative effects for every treatment comparison in the 

network, regardless of whether or not treatments have been compared directly.18-20 

A previous NMA found that the efficacy of CCT varied widely across designs (e.g., 

supervision, dose) but found no evidence for a moderating effect of risk of bias or 

control type,21 further indicating that observed differences in efficacy are likely due 

to differences in the CCT treatments. 

Although NMAs may be more informative than pairwise meta-analyses for this 

purpose, they are still limited in their ability to account for complex multicomponent 

interventions such as CCT. As such, component NMA (cNMA) has been proposed 

as an extension of NMA.22-27 Whereby cNMA allows for the dismantling of complex 



multicomponent interventions28 into common components to identify their individual 

contributions to the effect of the combined intervention. 

 

Figure 1. The effect size for the comparison A vs. B can be estimated indirectly using direct 
evidence from trials comparing A vs. C and B vs. C (adapted from Riley et al. BMJ 2017;358:j3932). 
 
Whilst cNMA has been conducted in the past to investigate other complex 

multicomponent interventions that share similar challenges, such as cognitive 

behavioural therapy,23,26 psychotherapy22,27 and parenting interventions,29 it is yet to 

be applied to CCT. We therefore aim to update and extend the findings of our 

previous systematic review and NMA of the field,21 by conducting a cNMA of 

narrowly defined CCT in healthy older adults to investigate (1) the efficacy of 

individual CCT components, (2) identify the most effective combinations of 

components for improving cognitive outcomes and (3) to recommend theoretically 

optimal CCT modalities for future research and clinical practice. 

 

Methods 

This review adheres to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and 

Meta-analyses (PRISMA) statement.30,31 Furthermore, as this review is an extension 

upon our previous NMA,21 eligibility criteria and some of the data from our previous 

NMA were used. 

 



Eligibility Criteria 

We included RCTs investigating the effects of CCT compared to control conditions 

on one or more cognitive outcome(s) in cognitively healthy older adults (mean 

participant age ≥60 years). Studies that specifically targeted participants with major 

cognitive (including mild cognitive impairment), neurological, psychiatric and/or 

sensory impairments were excluded. CCT was defined as ≥4 h of practice on 

standardised computerised tasks or video games with clear cognitive rationale, 

administered on personal computers, mobile devices or gaming consoles. Eligible 

controls included passive (wait-list, no-contact) and active (e.g., sham CCT, 

alternative cognitive activities, psychoeducation) control groups. Studies combining 

CCT with other interventions (e.g., physical exercise) were eligible as long as both 

arms received the same adjacent interventions. When combined interventions were 

compared to passive control, studies were included only if CCT comprised ≥50% of 

the intervention time. Outcome measures that closely resembled one or more of the 

trained tasks were excluded. 

Information Sources and Study Selection 

MEDLINE, Embase and PsycINFO databases were searched through the OVID 

interface using the search terms “cognitive training OR brain training OR memory 

training OR attention training OR reasoning training OR computerized training OR 

computer training OR video game OR computer game”. No restrictions on language 

or type of publication were applied. The first search was completed from inception 

to July 201414, and search updates were applied in November 2015, February 2018 

and August 2019. In each update, two or more independent reviewers performed 

title and abstract screening as well as full-text screening, with disagreements at 



each stage resolved by consensus or by involvement of a senior reviewer. No 

further search update since August 2019 was applied for this review. 

Data Extraction and Coding 

Outcome data, extracted as mean and standard deviation (SD) for each group at 

each timepoint (baseline and immediately post-training) or measures of change 

(e.g., pre-post mean and SD of change within groups), and coding of CCT and 

control treatments into specific types was available from our previous NMA. An 

additional study32 and additional eligible arms33 from multi-arm studies not included 

in the NMA were extracted and included to reflect all eligible studies and available 

comparisons.  

Coding of constituent components in all included arms of studies was conducted 

according to the definitions in Table 1, based on information from study 

manuscripts, appendices and, when applicable, from online resources for 

commercial intervention programs. Included components were chosen through 

consultation with clinicians and examination of the literature on cNMAs and CCT to 

establish the common ‘active ingredients’ of CCT and control treatments.9,14,21,23,28,34  

Table 1. List of included components and their definitions 
Component Description 
pc Passive control Wait-list or no-contact control group. 
exb Expectancy bias Effect of an intervention or active control due to the patients’ belief 

that they are receiving some form of treatment. 
pe Psychoeducation 

 
Provision of information about the cause and nature of cognitive 
impairment and general cognitive stimulation.  

su Supervised delivery Interventions provided mainly or exclusively outside of home (e.g., 
at a medical clinic, hospital, community centre, research clinic) in a 
supervised setting. 

ic Intermittent contact Intermittent contact from research staff or clinicians whilst training 
from home, such as adherence to the intervention being monitored 
remotely and participants contacted for check-ins or to discuss 
less-than-expected training. 

soc Socialization  Facilitated interaction or discussion between participants, such as 
discussion groups or role-playing activities. 

ad Adaptive training Training difficulty is adapted over time in response to participant 
performance. This may be either in a staircase design, where level 
or difficulty increases or decreases within a block in response to 



participant performance, or in a block design, where level increases 
or decreases at the end of a block of trials in response to 
performance. If training difficulty is increased over time without 
regards to participant performance, it is not considered adaptive. 

st Strategy training Explicit teaching of cognitive strategies (e.g., mnemonic techniques 
for memory, or logic and planning techniques for reasoning). 

ct Classical cognitive 
training 

Traditional computerised cognitive training interventions or 
programs, including both single domain and multidomain training. 

md Multidomain training Training targeting several cognitive components (e.g., executive 
function and working memory) as opposed to single domain training 
(e.g., working memory).  

ga Gamification Clear use of game elements in the intervention or program (e.g., 
avatars, stories and themes, sound effects, rewards such as badges 
and other digital rewards for accomplishing certain tasks, visual 
features that inform users of task-related progress through the 
game such as progress bars, digital social interaction with other 
users, competition against other users such as leader boards). 

avg Action video game Video games that emphasise physical challenges, including hand-
eye coordination and reaction time (e.g., Grand Theft Auto, Call of 
Duty, Medal of Honor, Unreal Tournament). 

cg Casual games Casual non-action video games, strategy games and puzzles (e.g., 
SIMS, Tetris, Angry Birds, sudoku, crosswords). 

ca Casual activities Casual activities (e.g., reading, watching movies, documentaries) as 
well as low-intensity educational activities (e.g., data entry, using 
Word or Excel software, learning to use internet search engines). 

ex Physical exercise Prescribed physical exercise (including aerobic exercise and/or 
resistance training). 

 
 
Data Synthesis 

Analyses were conducted using the package netmeta35 in R, version 4.0.2 (The R 

Foundation for Statistical Computing). The primary outcome was overall cognition, 

defined as a composite of all eligible outcomes reported in each study, reflecting 

global cognitive performance.14,21 Between-group differences in change from 

baseline to post-intervention were converted to standardised mean differences and 

calculated as Hedges’ g with 95% confidence interval (CI) for each eligible outcome 

measure. Pooling of outcomes within studies into the overall cognitive composite 

was conducted using Gleser & Olkin’s method for handling stochastically dependent 

effect sizes,36 with rho=0.5 to reduce overestimation of within-study variance due to 

multiple effect-sizes within studies.  



Heterogeneity across studies was quantified using t2 and expressed as a proportion 

of overall observed variance using the I2 statistic.37,38 Both NMA and cNMA were 

performed using a frequentist framework in the netmeta package.  

First, NMA using the main CCT and control types as nodes in reference to no 

contact (passive control) was performed to corroborate the findings of our previous 

NMA.21 Network geometry of direct comparisons was summarised in a network 

graph and a league table was created to display the relative effect sizes of all 

available comparisons. Ranking of treatments was estimated using P-scores, 

representing the extent of certainty that a treatment is more effective than another.39 

Second, cNMA of CCT and control treatments as combinations of components was 

performed, once again in reference to no contact (passive control, pc). For the 

analysis, passive control was classified as an inactive component as it does not 

have any therapeutic value other than accounting for retest effect and non-specific 

factors related to study participation. Some examples of common CCT and control 

treatments included in the analysis at the component level are provided in Table 2. 

Table 2. Conceptualisation of component composition of various CCT modalities and controls 
Interventions or controls Possible decompositions into components 
No treatment/Waitlist pc 
Multidomain CCT exb (± pe ± su/ic ± soc ± ad ± st) + ct + md (± ga ± ex) 
Single domain CCT exb (± pe ± su/ic ± soc ± ad ± st) + ct (± ga ± ex) 
Sham CCT exb (± pe ± su/ic ± soc ± ad ± st ± ga ± ex) 
Action video games exb (± pe ± su/ic ± soc ± ad ± st ± ga) + avg (± ex) 
Psychoeducation exb + pe (± su/ic ± soc ± st ± ex) 
Strategy training exb (± pe ± su/ic ± soc) + st (± ex) 
Physical exercise exb (± pe ± su/ic ± soc ± st) + ex 
Casual games or puzzles exb (± pe ± su/ic ± soc ± st ± ga) + cg (± ex) 
Casual activities exb (± pe ± su/ic ± soc ± st ± ga) + ca (± ex) 

Abbreviations: pc, passive control; exb, expectancy bias; pe, psychoeducation; su, supervised 
delivery; ic, intermittent contact; soc, socialisation; ad, adaptive training; st, strategy training; ct, 
classical cognitive training; md, multidomain training; ga, gamification; avg, action video game; cg, 
casual games; ca, casual activities; ex, physical exercise. Note that components in parentheses are 
elective/optional. Symbols: ‘+’ means ‘and’; ‘±’ means ‘with or without’; ‘/’ means ‘or’. 
 



Network geometry of direct treatment comparisons was summarised in a network 

graph. For the cNMA, we employed an additive model, whereby the overall effect of 

a treatment is assumed equal to the sum of the effects of its constituent 

components (positive or negative).24 According to this model, comparing composite 

treatment A, containing components x+y, to treatment C, containing only 

component x, estimates the effect of component y. Similarly, comparing composite 

treatment B, containing components x+y+z, to treatment C, containing only 

component x, estimates the effect of components y+z. To examine the transitivity 

assumption, which is when it is equally likely that any participant in a network of 

treatment comparisons could have been given any other treatment in the network, a 

table summarising treatment components and potential effect modifiers (population 

and design characteristics) was created and visually inspected to explore whether 

these were similarly distributed. In addition, to assess network consistency, effect 

estimates for treatment comparisons were split into the contribution of direct and 

indirect evidence and differences visually inspected when direct evidence from ≥3 

studies existed for a treatment comparison. 

 

Results 

Characteristics of Included Studies 

Key study characteristics and the composition of treatment arms at the component 

level are reported in Table S1 and S2 in the appendix, respectively. The 91 

included RCTs across 218 CCT and control arms encompassed 134 eligible 

pairwise comparisons and 9,269 unique participants.  

 



Assessment of Transitivity Assumption 

Treatment types, treatment components and population and design characteristics 

(mean age, percent female, baseline MMSE score, treatment dose and risk of bias) 

that are potential effect modifiers are summarised in Table S2 in the appendix. 

Visual inspection across treatment types and components showed that potential 

effect modifiers were similarly distributed across the network, leaving little concern 

about validity of the transitivity assumption.  

Network Meta-Analysis 

The included studies spanned 13 CCT and control treatment types and resulted in a 

well-connected network structure (Figure 2). Direct evidence was available for 35 

comparisons, most notably multidomain vs. no contact (k=18), multidomain vs. 

CS/Education (k=18) and working memory training vs. sham CCT (k=14). Residual 

heterogeneity in the NMA was minimal (t2=0.004; I2=9.2%).  

 

Figure 2. Network structure for CCT and control type treatments. 



 

Treatment estimates are provided in Figure 3. Across all trials, speed training 

ranked highest for efficacy on overall cognition, with a small statistically significant 

effect size over and above no contact. Multidomain training ranked second highest 

and working memory training third highest, both also with small and statistically 

significant effect sizes over and above no contact. Additionally, speed training, 

multidomain training and working memory training all had small statistically 

significant effect estimates over and above all active control conditions asides from 

physical exercise (Table S3 in the appendix). However, there were no substantial 

differences between these three treatments in terms of effect size or P-score.  

 

Figure 3. Treatment estimates for CCT and control type vs. no contact. Note: k is the number of 
studies that included each treatment type. 
 

There was evidence of inconsistency for three comparisons, with the direct effect 

size estimate larger than the indirect estimate for multidomain vs. no contact and 

speed vs. casual computer games, whilst the direct estimate was smaller than the 

indirect estimate for speed vs. no contact (Table S3 in the appendix). 

 



Component Network Meta-Analysis 

Dismantling of the CCT and control treatments of included studies into components 

led to 48 unique treatments at the component level and resulted in a well-

connected network (Figure 4). Direct evidence was available for 62 treatment 

comparisons, most notably ‘exb+su+ad+ct’ vs. ‘pc’ (supervised adaptive single 

domain training vs. passive control; k=11), ‘exb+su+ad+ct+md’ vs. ‘pc’ (supervised 

adaptive multidomain training vs. passive control; k=7) and ‘exb+ic+ad+ct’ vs. 

‘exb+ic’ (home-based adaptive single domain training with intermittent contact vs. 

home-based sham CCT with intermittent contact; k=6). Residual heterogeneity in 

the additive cNMA model (i.e., heterogeneity not captured by the model) was 

negligible (t2=0.001; I2=2.5%). 

 

Figure 4. Network structure for treatments at component level. Abbreviations: pc, passive control; 
exb, expectancy bias; pe, psychoeducation; su, supervised delivery; ic, intermittent contact; soc, 
socialisation; ad, adaptive training; st, strategy training; ct, classical cognitive training; md, 
multidomain training; ga, gamification; avg, action video game; cg, casual games; ca, casual 
activities; ex, physical exercise. Symbols: ‘+’ means ‘and’. 



 
Treatment and individual component estimates are provided in Figures 5 and 6. 

The treatments ‘exb+ad+st+ct’ (home-based adaptive single domain training with 

strategy training), ‘exb+su+soc+st+ct’ (supervised single domain training with 

strategy training and socialisation), ‘exb+su+soc+st’ (supervised strategy training 

with socialisation), ‘exb+pe+su+soc+ad+ct+md’ (supervised adaptive multidomain 

training with psychoeducation and socialisation) and ‘exb+ic+ad+st+ct+md’ (home-

based adaptive multidomain training with strategy training and intermittent contact) 

all had moderate and statistically significant effect size estimates over and above 

passive control. The treatments ‘exb+ad+ct+md’ (home-based adaptive 

multidomain training), ‘exb+su+ad+ct+md’ (supervised adaptive multidomain 

training), ‘exb+ad+ct’ (home-based adaptive single domain training), 

‘exb+su+ad+ct’ (supervised adaptive single domain training), ‘exb+su+ct+md’ 

(supervised multidomain training) and ‘exb+su+ct’ (supervised single domain 

training) all had small and statistically significant effect size estimates over and 

above passive control. The component classical cognitive training had a small and 

statistically significant effect size over and above passive control. The components 

adaptive training, action video games, casual activities, expectancy bias, 

multidomain, psychoeducation, socialisation and strategy training all had positive, 

but non-significant, effect size estimates over and above passive control. Whilst, 

casual games, physical exercise, gamification, intermittent contact and supervised 

delivery all had negative, but non-significant, effect size estimates.  

 



 

Figure 5. Treatment estimates at the component level for treatment vs. passive control. 
Abbreviations: pc, passive control; exb, expectancy bias; pe, psychoeducation; su, supervised 
delivery; ic, intermittent contact; soc, socialisation; ad, adaptive training; st, strategy training; ct, 
classical cognitive training; md, multidomain training; ga, gamification; avg, action video game; cg, 
casual games; ca, casual activities; ex, physical exercise. Symbols: ‘+’ means ‘and’. Note: k is the 
number of studies that included each treatment at the component level. 



 
 

 

Figure 6. Treatment estimates of individual components vs. passive control. Note: n is the number of 
treatment arms that included each component. 
 

There was evidence of inconsistency between direct and indirect effect size 

estimates for five treatment comparisons (Table S4 in the appendix). Direct 

evidence underestimated the efficacy of the treatment comparisons 

‘exb+ic+ad+ct+md’ vs. ‘pc’ (home-based adaptive multidomain training with 

intermittent contact vs. passive control), ‘exb+su’ vs. ‘exb+su+ad+ct’ (supervised 

sham CCT vs. supervised adaptive single domain training), ‘exb+su+ad+ct’ vs. ‘pc’ 

(supervised adaptive single domain training vs. passive control) and 

‘exb+su+ad+ct+md’ vs. ‘exb+su+cg’ (supervised adaptive multidomain training vs. 

supervised casual games) compared to the indirect evidence. Whilst direct evidence 

overestimated the efficacy of the treatment comparison ‘exb+su+ad+ct+md’ vs. ‘pc’ 

(supervised adaptive multidomain training vs. passive control) compared to the 

indirect evidence. 

 



Discussion 

Understanding the ‘active ingredients’ underlying the cognitive benefits of CCT is 

critical for future intervention design and clinical rollout.14,21 Across 218 intervention 

and control arms encompassing 134 pairwise comparisons, this cNMA of 91 RCTs 

of CCT in healthy older adults has narrowed down the components and modalities 

(i.e., combinations of components) which are associated with more robust cognitive 

gains. In particular, structured approaches to cognitive training are beneficial, 

especially when exercises are adaptive, and their efficacy can be further enhanced 

when participants are also taught classical cognitive strategies such mnemonics 

and chunking. Moreover, intervention components that aim to make training more 

engaging, most notably action video games and socialisation, are associated with 

greater gains. It should be noted, however, that relatively few studies used these 

components and therefore estimates of their added benefit over and above 

standard cognitive training are still imprecise.    

Engaging in non-structured cognitively stimulating activities has been associated 

with better cognitive performance in observational studies5-7 and is commonly 

recommended as a viable alternative to cognitive training.16,40 However, our results 

do not support this approach, with the cognitive benefits of such activities (e.g., 

reading, crossword puzzles) substantially smaller than those of CCT and unlikely to 

be more beneficial than passive control. Since such activities do not lead to benefits 

beyond those associated with trial participation (e.g., repeated testing), they have 

limited value as ‘active control’ conditions. As such, future head-to-head trials 

comparing two potentially efficacious training approaches or components may be 

prioritised over comparison to inert or passive control. Moreover, previous claims 



touting CCT as an “opportunity cost” to engage in other activities such as 

gardening or playing with grandchildren40 do not seem to be supported by the 

evidence and should be reconsidered.   

Whilst our findings support theoretical predictions regarding the potential of implicit 

learning and motivational cues to enhance CCT effects,10 estimates of several 

individual components revealed surprising results. In particular, negative (albeit 

imprecise) effect estimates were found for supervised delivery and intermittent 

contact, which were expected to have positive effect estimates given supervised 

delivery has been found to be more efficacious than home-based delivery in 

previous reviews of CCT in healthy older adults.14,21 This may be due to limitations in 

model specification or that there are synergistic or antagonistic interactions 

between some components, which are unable to be accounted for by the additive 

model we have employed. For example, supervision by itself is a non-specific 

intervention factor that may not have cognitive benefit as a standalone component, 

but its interaction with specific factors (i.e., cognitive training) may augment the 

effect. Although methods for modelling such interactions are in their infancy,41 

further work will be able to better model the complex interplay between 

components and how these can be combined to deliver more efficacious 

interventions.  

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first cNMA of CCT in healthy older adults, 

addressing not only the question “Are CCT treatments in general efficacious?” but 

more so “Which CCT treatment modalities and components are most efficacious?”. 

Nonetheless, some limitations should be addressed. First, as we employed a 

frequentist framework we were limited to an additive model. A future step would be 



to switch to a Bayesian framework to allow for the inclusion of potential effect 

moderators in the cNMA model.41 Second, as cognitive domains of training were not 

included as components, the foci of single domain training regimens could not to be 

differentiated. An extension of this analysis could include the cognitive domains 

targeted by the different programs as additional components, although the 

feasibility of adding additional content components needs to be investigated. Third, 

the definitions and identification of components within CCT treatments and controls 

adhere to theoretical accounts of CCT effects9,10,14,21,23,28,34,42 but are inherently 

arbitrary, especially when individual studies provide only partial information 

regarding the intervention approach.  

Overall, in this review we have found that CCT is efficacious for overall cognition for 

healthy older adults, with adaptive CCT combined with strategy training showing 

promise as a potentially more efficacious treatment than CCT alone. A next step 

would be to conduct a component individual participant data meta-analysis to 

examine interactions between components as well as participant level 

characteristics to determine which modalities are most efficacious in different 

patient subgroups. This information will be critical to ensure that future treatments 

are able to be personalised to achieve optimal clinical benefit. 
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